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Description 

Inventor Professional for mechanical design and 3D CAD (bundled with Autodesk Product 
Design and Manufacturing Collection) is a powerful manufacturing platform that includes many 
technologies that can be used to improve machining productivity. In this class, we’ll go through 
techniques and workflows to give you some ideas to improve your CAM programming efficiency 
and increase machine shop productivity. You can use iLogic to create configurable part\work 
holding templates, which let you model your setups very quickly and efficiently, ensuring 
accurate simulation and safety. You can harness the tolerance engine inside Inventor software 
to drive your machined dimensions, letting you make easy adjustments after the first-off part. 
CAM probing operations (on capable machines)—driven by the toleranced dimensions in the 
CAD model—let the machine perform its own quality assurance, and even re-machine out-of-
spec features. You will get the most out of this class if you have a working knowledge of 
Autodesk HSM software. 
 

Speaker 

Gavin is currently employed by NZ's largest Autodesk reseller in a split role between technical 
support/consulting and software development, usually in the form of customisation for Autodesk 
Products. His focus is primarily the Autodesk HSM products, and Vault. Before becoming a 
Technical Consultant, he spent about 10 years using Inventor, Vault and various CAM packages 
as a mechanical designer. Gavin has worked in a variety of industries including Aerospace, 
Defense, Consumer Products, and materials handling equipment for everything from 
logging/mining to food. In these areas he has designed machinery, equipment and products 
involving a huge variety of materials and manufacturing processes. Gavin places utmost 
emphasis on manufacturability in the design work he does, as a result of having always worked 
very closely with the manufacturing environment. This has taught him to adapt and calibrate his 
digital-prototyping tools to give real-world results. gavin.b@cadpro.co.nz @gavinbath 
  

Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to use iLogic in Inventor to build configurable part/work holding 
templates for CAM  

• Learn how to specify tolerances on model parameters and use these to control 
targets for machined dimensions  

• Learn how to use Autodesk HSM probing cycles as a QA check on a machined 
dimension, during the production process  

• Learn how to use model and toolpath templates in Autodesk HSM to save 
programming time 
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Configurable Workholding with iLogic  
 

In this section, we’ll learn to use the iLogic toolset in Inventor to build configurable designs, 
which allow us to quickly adapt our workholding systems to suit new parts for CAM 
programming. The iLogic environment provides forms and rules for working with parameters 
and iProperties inside Inventor files, among other capabilities. 
 

Introduction to iLogic 
iLogic, inside Autodesk Inventor, provides a powerful framework for building rules and forms to 
make your models and drawings configurable and perform clever functions. 

iLogic Forms 
Forms can be stored within the Inventor file itself, or saved in a text file somewhere on 
your hard drive. Internal forms can only be used to configure the model or drawing that 
they are contained in, whereas Global Forms can be used to modify whichever file is 
currently open and active. If you wanted to create a form for manipulating the iProperties 
in a model file, such as “Part Number”, “Stock Number”, and “Designer,” then a Global 
Form might be best, as you probably want that information entered for every file, or at 
least for every instance of a certain type of file. If however, you want to control specific 
parameters with custom names in a design, then an internal form makes the most 
sense. 

 

ILOGIC FORM EXAMPLE.  

 

iLogic Rules 
Rules are used to build relationships between parameters, properties, and other 
elements of the model, as well as make logical decisions. In a similar way to the forms, 
you can store rules either internally in the model or drawing file, or externally so they can 
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run on any file. External rules can be really handy for things like iProperty compliance 
(making sure the user has filled out certain metadata for the file.) 
 

ILOGIC RULE EDITOR WINDOW 

 
 

 

Getting Started with iLogic Forms 
 
The following is a tutorial for taking your first steps with iLogic, to get a feel for creating the 
forms and rules that make it so powerful for configurable models. 
 
1. Create a new part file in Inventor, using the Standard.ipt template. 
2. Ensure that the “iLogic” browser is available. If not, find the “iLogic” panel on the 

“Manage” ribbon, and click the “iLogic Browser” button.  

3. Create a new 2D Sketch on the XY Plane. 
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4. Draw a Two Point Center Rectangle and set the expressions for the two dimensions ‘on-
the-fly’ using “Length = 150mm” and “Width = 90mm” 

5. Extrude the rectangle to a thickness of 20mm 
6. Create a 2D Sketch on the top face of the block. 
7. Place a Hole feature on the center-point in the sketch you have just created, and set the 

diameter to 20mm using the expression “Diameter = 20mm” in the Hole dialog. 
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8. Ensure the iLogic browser is visible. If not, switch to the “View” ribbon and turn the 
“iLogic” checkbox on in the “User Interface” dropdown. 

9.  In the iLogic browser, switch to the “Forms” tab, then right click in the blank whitespace 
and select “Add Form.” 

10. The form editor will open and you will see the main control dialog, and also a small 
preview of the form that you are creating. 

11. Drag the “Length,” Width,” “Thickness,” and “Diameter” parameters from the pane on the 
left to the upper pane on the right. You should see them appear on the form preview. 

12. Click “OK” and notice a new button appears in the “Forms” tab in the iLogic browser. 
You can press this button at any stage to bring up the form, and adjust the parameters 
live.  
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13. If you want to change the way the parameters are adjusted by, for example, using a 
slider instead of a text box, right-click the form button in the browser and click “Edit” then 
adjust the settings shown in the below image to change the way that “Width” is 
controlled. In this example, you can adjust width between 50mm and 100mm in 5mm 
increments. 

14. Click “OK,” then launch your form and experiment with the slider. 
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Getting Started with iLogic Rules 
 
iLogic rules allow you to extend your models to deal with all sorts of configuration information 
beyond parameter and iProperty changes. The rules can be stored inside the Inventor files that 
they control, or externally. In this example we are going to create a rule that changes the 
suppression state of the hole feature, based on the width of the part. 
 
1. In the iLogic browser, switch to the “Rules” tab and then right click in the whitespace and 

select “Add Rule.” 
2. Give the new rule a name and click “OK.” 
3. In the rule editor, add the following code in the lower right-hand pane: 
 

If Width > 50 Then 

Feature.IsActive("Hole1") = True 

Else 

Feature.IsActive("Hole1") = False 

End If 

4. The pre-built snippets on the left, help you to find the right code for the goal that you’re 
trying to achieve, without needing to know anything about the Inventor API, or much 
about coding at all.  

5. Click “Save & Run” and the rule will run and change the hole state, depending on 
whether the width is currently greater or less than 50mm. By default, the rule will also 
run immediately, any time a parameter in the model changes. 

6. Open your previously created form and adjust the value for the width and observe the 
changes. 
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Hopefully, you now have a basic understanding of iLogic. For more detail, including worked 
examples and the configurable Orange Vise, download the files and watch the class recording, 
available after the close of AU 2017 on the AU Online website.  
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Model Tolerancing for CAM 

 
There is a somewhat hidden, and unique toolset in Autodesk Inventor, which provides a really 
powerful workflow for precision machining using Inventor HSM. Most 3D parametric CAD 
systems have the ability to apply tolerance information to the model dimensions, but usually 
they only provide the information to the 2D annotations, so that you can put tolerance and fit 
notes on the drawing. Most people create the model at nominal sizes, and then leave it up to the 
machinist to achieve the precision and tolerances noted on the manufacturing drawings. 
 
Come on! This is the 21st century! We have a parametric modeler that is capable of tracking 
dimensional information to 6 decimal places on a millimeter, let’s use this tool for more 
advanced manufacturing, than relying on a piece of paper. 
 
Inventor allows us to not only tolerance the model dimension, but also choose whether we want 
the 3D model to be set at the upper limit, lower limit, nominal value, or even the mean. This 
means that we can change the model for different manufacturing functions at will. We might set 
everything to nominal for creating a 2D drawing, but use the mean later, so any CAM toolpaths 
that are converted to NC code will have the machine targeting the sweet spot between the 
upper and lower limits, without having to mess around with the tool diameter or wear 
compensation values in the tool table on the machine control. The other advantage of this is that 
if we have to run this program again in the future, we don’t have to ensure that we copy all the 
exact compensation values back into the control.  
 
To work through an example, follow these steps: 
 

1. First up, lets modify the model we created earlier, and set the diameter of the hole to 
30mm diameter (nominal) using our iLogic form. 

2. Edit the hole feature, and click the little arrow next to the hole diameter parameter box as 
shown below, then click “Tolerance…”: 
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3.   In the tolerance dialog, set the type to “Deviation” and specify an upper limit of 
+0.060mm and a lower limit of +0.020mm. This means that the acceptable range of 
sizes in the manufactured part, is above the nominal, so if your machine is running 
accurately, and you program the part at nominal, you’re never going to achieve an 
acceptable part. As mentioned earlier, in a situation like this, usually, the machinist 
would adjust the diameter or wear compensation in the control to get it right. Click “Ok” 
when you’ve set the values. 

4. Use the measure tool to check the diameter of the modelled hole, and you’ll see that it is 
currently sitting at 30.000mm exactly. This is because the current setting is at nominal. 

5. Open the parameters dialog by clicking on the “fx” button at the very top of the screen. 
6. Find the “Diameter” parameter and note the little yellow circle in the “Tol.” column. This 

means “Nominal.” 
7. Click the yellow circle, then select the green triangle from the dropdown. This represents 

“mean,” or the value half way between the upper and lower limits. Note that the “Model 
Value” now shows 30.040mm. 

8. Click “Done” at the bottom of the parameters dialog, and confirm the diameter of 
30.040mm by using the measure tool in Inventor. 

 
Review the class recording to see the changes in the generated NC code, when this setting 
is adjusted. 
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In-cycle Probing with Inventor HSM 

The probing functionality built into the Autodesk HSM products is great for work coordinate 
setup at the start of the job, but why not extend it to be able to provide tools for QA, during the 
actual machining cycle? We have built a custom post processor for HAAS machining centers 
that allows us to take advantage of the probing capability of the CAM system and output 
commands to adjust wear compensation in the control, if the machined feature is out of 
tolerance. A similar approach could be used with other machines that have integrated probing. 
 
Review the class recording to see the creation of the probing cycle. 
 
The post edits are shown here: 
 
//Variable to track whether probing is being used for WCS or in-cycle. 

var probeCMM = {enabled: false}; 

 

function onParameter(name, value) { 

  if (name == "probe-output-work-offset") { 

    probeOutputWorkOffset = (value > 0) ? value : 1; 

  } 

   

  //Look at the notes for each operation, and check for special code. 

  if (name == "notes" && value == "CMM") { 

  probeCMM.enabled = true; 

  //writeComment("Probing in CMM mode"); 

  } else if (name == "notes" && value != "CMM") { 

  probeCMM.enabled = false; 

  //writeComment("probeCMM disabled");    

  } 

} 

 

And then in the relevant cycle, in this case “probing-xy-circular-hole” the following is used: 
 

//Check if in “CMM” mode and run appropriate cycle. 

if (probeCMM.enabled == true) { 

   var previousToolNumber = getPreviousSection().getTool().number; 

   var nextTool = getNextTool(tool.number); 

       if (previousToolNumber != nextTool.number) { 

   error(localize("The next tool needs to be the same as 

the tool used before the probing cycle")); 

   return; 

   } 

      writeBlock( 

          gFormat.format(65), "P" + 9814, 

          "D" + xyzFormat.format(cycle.width1), 

          "T" + previousToolNumber 

   ); 

   }  
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Model and Toolpath Templates for CAM 

When performing repeated tasks, a huge amount of time can be saved by creating templates for 
models and toolpaths. In this section we’ll go through some examples of toolpath templates, and 
show you how to create them. 
 

Toolpath Templates Intro 
 
In Inventor HSM (and also HSMWorks and Fusion 360 CAM,) any toolpath or group of toolpaths 
can be stored as a template for future use. This can be a big timesaver, and dramatically speed 
up your part programming, especially if you work on repetitive types of geometry. 
 
As an example, let’s say that you often machine pockets in Aluminium, that are up to 25mm 
deep, and you like to use an Adaptive Clearing roughing strategy with a 12.7mm diameter, 
bullnose, roughing endmill. You then use an Adaptive rest-roughing technique with an 8mm 
endmill to clear the tighter corners, and then follow that up with a couple of 2D Pocket strategies 
with 10mm and 5mm finishing end mills respectively. Each one of those toolpaths has a number 
of fine details that you have refined over time to get a really good performance balance in terms 
of material removal, finish quality, and cycle time. 
 

 
TEMPLATES FOR TOOLPATHS PROVIDE EASY REUSE OF PROVEN SETTINGS 

 
It’d be a real pain if you had to remember or record all those details and recreate the toolpaths 
from scratch each time. HSM gives you the ability to group all 4 of those toolpaths together in a 
single template, and easily reuse that pattern on any pocket that fits your criteria in future. The 
only thing you need to do is reselect any geometry or boundary selections, as those will always 
change from part to part. 
 
The following workflow shows you the steps to create and then reuse the toolpath template.  
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Toolpath Template Tutorial 
 
1. Create a series of toolpaths using the normal workflow in Inventor HSM. 
2. While holding the Ctrl. or Shift keys, select all the toolpaths that you want included in 

the template. 
3. Right click the selected toolpaths and then click “Store as Template..” 

4. Give the template a name (I’ve used “AU2017Pocket”) and click “Save.” 
5. In a new part file with similar geometry (in this case a similar pocket) create a CAM 

setup (if one doesn’t already exist) and then right click in the CAM browser and 
mouse-over “Create From Template,” then find your template and mouse-over that, 
and finally click “Create All Templates.” Note that if you only want to use one of the 
operations then you can select them individually.  
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6. You’ll see 4 toolpaths appear in your setup. Now all that is left to do, is to edit each 
one in turn, and re-select the geometry. For the 3D Adaptive toolpaths, you may not 
have to select anything. Just regenerate them, and see what you get. Easy! 

TOOLPATHS CREATED FROM STORED TEMPLATE 

 

 

Conclusion 

This handout is not intended to be a substitute for the class at AU2017. It is designed to serve 
as a reference if you’d like to do a little bit of preparation prior to attending the class, or if you’d 
like some refresher information to accompany the class recording available afterwards. 
I hope these workflows are useful to you, and help you to improve efficiency in your CAM 
programming workflows. 


